WELCOME TO THE COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL SCIENCES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND!

Join us to learn how the College of Behavioral & Social Sciences helps better prepare students to Be the Solution to the world’s great challenges.

9-9:50 AM  WELCOME & INTRODUCTION
The Chapel
- Be the Solution: College Presentation
  - Dr. Katherine Russell, Associate Dean
- Federal & Global Fellows Internship Presentation
  - Dr. Joan Burton, Director of Individual Studies, Federal & Global Fellows Programs
- Student Panel
  - Q +A with current student leaders

10-10:50 AM  DEPARTMENTAL BREAKOUT SESSIONS
- African American Studies 1102 Taliaferro Hall
- Anthropology 1102 Woods Hall
- Criminology & Criminal Justice Margaret Brent Room, Stamp
- Economics Pyon Su Room, Stamp
- Environmental Science & Policy 0118 Symons Hall
- Geographical Sciences/ GIS 2181M Lefrak Hall
- Government & Politics/ International Relations Benjamin Banneker Room, Stamp
- Hearing & Speech Sciences 2166 Lefrak Hall
- Psychology The Chapel
- Sociology 2108 Art-Sociology Building

11 AM-1 PM  INFORMATION EXPRESS
Colony Ballroom, Stamp Student Union
- Stop by our table to have an individual conversation with student leaders